Driving Directions to RIMAC Vaccination Site

Map Legend:
- = Hopkins Parking Structure (9746 Hopkins Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093)
- = RIMAC Vaccination Site

Directions from the I-5 Freeway:

Take the Genesee Ave. exit and head West on Genesee Ave (left turn from 1-5 North; right turn from 1-5 South).

Turn left on N. Torrey Pines Rd.

Turn left on North Point Dr. into the UC San Diego main campus.

Continue straight onto Hopkins Drive and follow through as it curves right.

Enter and park in the Hopkins Parking Structure: 9746 Hopkins Drive. Entry to 6th floor of structure is at South entrance on Voigt Lane.

Take elevators or stairs to the 7th floor, cross the bridge, then follow signs to RIMAC Arena.

Note: ADA parking is available at a different lot; please follow traffic signs or attendant instructions.

*Directions account for campus construction and detours.